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ABSTRACT 30 

Objectives. To compare the robustness of several methods based on quantitative ultrasound 31 

texture analysis in order to evaluate its feasibility for extracting features from ultrasound images 32 

on its use for diagnosis in a clinical tool.  33 

Methods. We compared, ranked and validated the robustness of five texture-based methods 34 

for extracting textural features from ultrasound images acquired under different conditions. For 35 

comparison and ranking purposes, we used 13.171 non-ultrasound images from widely known 36 

available databases (OUTEX and PHOTEX); specifically acquired under different controlled 37 

parameters (illumination, resolution and rotation) from 103 textures. The robustness of those 38 

methods with better results using the non-ultrasound images were validated using 666 fetal lung 39 

ultrasound images acquired from singleton pregnancies. In this study, two similarity 40 

measurements (Correlation and Chebyshev distances) were used to evaluate the repeatability 41 

of the features extracted from the same tissue images.  42 

Results. Three of the five methods presented a favorably robustness performance using the non-43 

ultrasound database. In fact, these methods showed similarity values close to 0 for the 44 

acquisition variations and delineations. Results from ultrasound database confirmed robustness 45 

for all the evaluated methods when comparing the same texture obtained from different regions 46 

of the image (proximal/distal lungs and ultrasound machine brand stratification).  47 

Conclusions. Our results confirmed that texture analysis can be robust (high similarity for 48 

different condition acquisitions) with potential to be included in a clinical tool.  49 

 50 
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FULL TEXT 54 

Introduction 55 

 Development of non-invasive and reliable methodologies to report pathophysiological 56 

process status is still an elusive goal in modern medicine. Texture analysis methods have been 57 

extensively investigated on medical images, as they possess a vast amount of texture 58 

information relevant to clinical practice.1 This phenomenon occurs because medical images 59 

contain physical properties of tissues; the signal producing the image changes according to 60 

modifications of tissue microstructure and composition. Texture analysis methods allow 61 

quantification of these subtle changes in the image.1  62 

Over the years, a large number of powerful texture-based methods have been 63 

developed thanks to improvements in computation capacity and image resolution.2,3,4 64 

Specifically, texture analysis in ultrasound images extracts information related to the speckle 65 

characteristics of the ultrasound image. Oosterveld et al.5 showed the close relation between 66 

speckle and the “density” of the ultrasound scatter within a medium. In that study, Oosterveld 67 

et al.5 suggested that ultrasound texture analysis could quantify the effective number density of 68 

tissues, as well as pathological changes of this parameter. Thus, the principle goal of applying 69 

ultrasound texture analysis is to characterize speckle variation between ultrasound images in 70 

order to distinguish those tissues altered as a consequence of the pathology.  71 

 The ability of texture-based methods for extracting relevant texture features from 72 

medical ultrasound images and quantifying subtle changes in human tissues, non-visible to the 73 

human eye, have been widely demonstrated.6,7,8 One of the first studies based on ultrasound 74 

texture analysis7 presented a perspective on tissue characterization features to extract 75 

diagnostic information. Later, Tunis et al.8 corroborated that textural information in ultrasound 76 

images is related to pathophysiological processes. Thus, the potential clinical application of 77 

quantitative ultrasound texture analysis has been investigated in different medical fields .9,10,11,12 78 
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Sujana et al.13 used ultrasound texture analysis and classification methods for characterizing 79 

certain liver lesions, Chen et al.10 for classification of breast tumors and even Vince et al.14 for 80 

characterizing coronary plaques. In the fetal-maternal field, ultrasound texture analysis was 81 

introduced to evaluate association of brain textures with neurobehavioral outcome in preterm 82 

newborns.12  83 

 Research in other quantitative ultrasound-based techniques reasserts a clinical trend in 84 

obtaining information related to tissue microstructure taking advantage of its acoustical 85 

properties. These techniques include elastography, flow estimation through Doppler, shear 86 

wave imaging, spectral-based parameterization of ultrasound signals and envelope statistics. 87 

15,16 Despite some of these techniques have shown promising results for diagnosis purposes, 88 

most of them require specific devices and training for its integration into a clinical setting.16 We 89 

introduce quantitative ultrasound texture analysis as a technique that might be easily 90 

implemented into clinical practice as it might provide reliable information from standard 91 

ultrasound.   92 

Up to the present, most of the studies have applied texture-based methods as part of a 93 

classification system, where ultrasound texture features fed the classifier, evaluating its 94 

performance to predict the clinical outcome.17,18 There have been few application-oriented 95 

studies aimed to evaluate the relative powers of the texture-extractor methods before any 96 

classification or retrieve system. In fact, none of them have considered whether ultrasound 97 

texture features are robust enough (i.e. repeatable regardless of different image acquisition 98 

parameters, such as illumination or resolution) to be used in a clinical setting. In particular, any 99 

have used a huge number of ultrasound images of the same tissue acquired under different 100 

conditions. It is worth to consider that speckle characteristics may be affected due to different 101 

acquisition conditions including but not restricted to those induced by operators, biological 102 

samples or ultrasound system settings. Some quantitative ultrasound-based approaches have 103 

attempted to characterize pathological tissues in a robust way19,20,21,22 but these require 104 
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following complicated acquisition protocols to provide repeatable acquisitions conditions in 105 

order to replicate the results. Furthermore, there are new texture-based methods that have not 106 

been widely applied for characterizing ultrasound texture in the literature23,24 even though they 107 

might be useful because they compute local textural features related to local information25. 108 

Finally, a fundamental step in the use of texture-based methods is the region of interest (ROI), 109 

which identifies the region of the image that corresponds to the piece of tissue that will be 110 

analyzed. Most studies overlook this step when evaluating texture analysis whereas it is a 111 

fundamental step as delineation (selection of the ROI) would be performed by different 112 

operators and, therefore, will be different each time. This might also affect the robustness of 113 

the specific textural features. For all the above, a robustness assessment to variations in the 114 

ultrasound acquisition conditions and delineations of same type of tissue would represent a step 115 

forward in the exploration of the use of quantitative ultrasound texture analysis for clinical 116 

purposes.   117 

We aimed to compare, rank and validate the robustness of several texture-based 118 

methods in order to evaluate its feasibility as texture feature extractors in ultrasound images on 119 

its use for analysis in a clinical tool. Particularly, we compared methods that compute local 120 

information. We included those methods most commonly found in literature for ultrasound 121 

texture classification and newer methods as an alternative. To evaluate the methods, we 122 

acquired different ultrasound images of the same texture acquired under different conditions. 123 

Nevertheless, two main limitations were observed: (1) not all parameters can be modified 124 

through the whole range when scanning real textures due to clinical limitations. For instance, 125 

different ultrasound wave absorption exists when crossing distinct tissues such as fat or bone 126 

causing acoustic shadows; sometimes these artifacts cannot be avoided when the organ of 127 

interest is fixed and distant to the transducer (fetal evaluation); and (2) it is not possible to 128 

change acquisition parameters in a precise and controlled way especially due to operator 129 

variability when positioning the transducer. Thus, we decided to use an approach inspired with 130 
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the Image Quality Transfer (IQT) one which first selects and configures the methods using images 131 

obtained with a different source but that are easier to be acquired in a controlled setting and 132 

later the method is refined using real images.26 Concretely, we used two sets of images for this 133 

study: (1) a controlled set of images, non-ultrasound available images acquired under controlled 134 

acquisition parameters (i.e. illumination, rotation angle) emulating the acquisition conditions of 135 

medical ultrasound setting, thus evaluating a huge number of images for each texture, and (2) 136 

an ultrasound image set comprising ultrasound images of fetal lungs acquired under similar 137 

conditions to those of a clinical setting. Hence, (1) different texture-based methods were 138 

compared and ranked using the controlled sample set and (2) the most robust methods were 139 

validated using clinically acquired ultrasound images of fetal lungs.  140 

  141 
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Materials and methods 142 

In this section, we briefly describe both (1) image data sets and (2) its characteristics 143 

(image acquisition and image labeling) in order to determine which information related to 144 

acquisition conditions was evaluated. We also describe (3) the ROIs to evaluate the robustness 145 

when different regions of the same tissue are delineated. Then, we introduce (4) the texture-146 

based methods and (5) the metrics used to compare, rank and validate robustness of the 147 

methods for acquisitions and delineations. Finally, we describe (6) the experiments’ design used 148 

in this study. 149 

Data Sets  150 

 Controlled sample set. Images with different textures were obtained from widely known 151 

available databases that previously have been used for testing classification methods27, OUTEX28 152 

and PHOTEX29. These databases provide pictures of the same texture acquired under different 153 

conditions varying (1) illumination, (2) spatial resolution and (3) rotation parameters, thus 154 

emulating the differences between ultrasound textures when acquired at different conditions 155 

in a controlled way. Three parameters whose changes might affect ultrasound speckle patterns 156 

and used to be indirectly adjusted by the radiologist when performing ultrasound scanning: (1) 157 

illumination, which is related to gain parameter or image contrast and possible attenuation of 158 

the acoustic wave that have to cross different tissues till arriving to the desired tissue to be 159 

analyzed; we also used illumination for the ultrasound system’s colormaps that can be different 160 

for different systems since it is inherent to the ultrasound system; (2) spatial resolution that is 161 

related to frequency, depth, zoom and the aperture of the transducer and (3) rotation 162 

determined by the unpredictable position of the organ and the transducer when performing a 163 

scan. 164 

Clinical ultrasound images. Fetal lung ultrasound images were acquired from singleton 165 

pregnancies attending the Maternal-Fetal Medicine Department at Hospital Clinic in Barcelona 166 
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for routine pregnancy ultrasound scans. Multiple pregnancies and structural/chromosomal 167 

anomalies were excluded from the study. Ultrasound images of the same lung tissue acquired 168 

at different conditions were not available for all patients since it was not feasible to acquire 169 

images with the whole range of acquisition parameters in a precise and controlled way. The 170 

study protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee (ID 3823-2007) and pregnant women 171 

provided written informed consent.  172 

Image acquisition and labeling 173 

Each Data Set was acquired and labeled as follows: 174 

Controlled. OUTEX and PHOTEX databases were downloaded from the links specified in 175 

Hossain et al.27 For the purpose of this study, only those textures that could be similar to the 176 

ultrasound patterns (i.e. granulated, dotted, flecked, etc.) were selected by visual inspection. An 177 

example of the selected textures is shown in Figure 1. Additionally, only those images that 178 

presented similar histograms to the ones computed from the real ultrasound textures were 179 

selected (see an example in Figure S.1 in the supplementary material). Analysis of variance 180 

(ANOVA) was computed to compare the mean, skewness and kurtosis of the histograms 181 

computed from the Controlled and Clinical data sets. All images were digitally stored in Portable 182 

Network Graphics (PNG) and Tagged Image File (TIF) formats and converted to gray scale values 183 

within a range between 0 and 255 values. Then, texture images were labeled according to 184 

controlled acquisition parameters.  185 

 A total of 69 textures were selected and labeled from OUTEX database obtaining a total 186 

of 11178 images. Specifically, OUTEX textures were labeled according to different illuminations 187 

(horizon, inca and TL84), that emulate differences in the gain and ultrasound system’s colormaps 188 

used for ultrasound image representation, the resolution levels (100, 120, 300, 360, 500 and 600 189 

dpi) and rotation degrees (00, 50, 100, 150, 300, 450, 600, 750 and 900) obtaining 162 images per 190 

texture. Changes in resolution and rotation degrees emulate different acquisition conditions 191 

that used to be present between ultrasound images due to frequency, depth and/or organ 192 
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position changes. Regarding the PHOTEX database, a total of 1993 images were labeled from 34 193 

tissues selected for the purpose of this study. PHOTEX database images were labeled according 194 

to rotation degrees and tilt angles of illumination since they emulate changes in ultrasound 195 

textures due to transducer and/or organ position when insonating an organ. The acquisition 196 

parameters (rotation and tilt illumination) were controlled but differed for each texture.  197 

Clinical. Ultrasound images of fetal lungs were acquired in an axial section of the fetal 198 

thorax at the level of the cardiac four-chamber view. Acquisition settings as gain, zoom, 199 

frequency and time-gain compensation were not fixed and were adjusted according clinical 200 

criteria. Depth and the aperture of the transducer were adjusted to magnify the fetal thorax so 201 

that the thorax occupied about two thirds of the screen. Aperture might change for each 202 

ultrasound system, operator and the unpredictable position of the fetus during acquisition. 203 

Changes in aperture and frequency are related to changes in spatial resolution (see its 204 

distribution in Figure S.2 in the supplementary material). Scans were performed by certified 205 

radiologists using a Siemens Sonoline Antares (Siemens Medical Systems, Malvern, Pa., USA), 206 

Voluson 730 Pro, Voluson 780 Pro (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisc., USA), ALOKA 207 

Prosound Alpha-7 (Hitachi Aloka Medical, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and Toshiba Aplio (Toshiba Medical 208 

Systems, Tokyo, Japan) ultrasound system. All machines were equipped with curved linear 209 

transducer with a frequency range from 3 to 7.5 MHz. All images were collected digitally in the 210 

original Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) format and then inspected by 211 

EB and AP for image quality control. Images were considered non-eligible if fetal thorax occupied 212 

less than two thirds of the screen, or if color Doppler, calipers or pointers were used. 213 

Furthermore, images were excluded if they presented any of the following characteristics as 214 

they can directly alter the values of the ultrasound features: presence of obvious acoustic 215 

shadows from the fetal ribs, saturation or any type of post-processing (such as smoothing). 216 

Image quality control was done manually assisted by an ad-hoc graphical user interface (GUI) 217 

that: (1) computed the proportion of fetal thorax in the image by semi-automatically delineating 218 
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an ellipse over the thorax, (2) showed images in order to check the use of calipers, color Doppler 219 

or any type of post-processing, and (3) plotted acoustic shadows in green and saturated regions 220 

in red (pixel values close to 0 and 255, respectively).  221 

A total of 713 ultrasound images were acquired from 385 fetuses. 47 images were 222 

discarded resulting in 666 useful images from a total of 355 patients after image quality control. 223 

Images were labeled according to rotation angle, fetal spine position (left or right) and the 224 

proximal lung (the lung close to the transducer) as left of right. The same GUI developed for 225 

image quality control  was used to label the fetal lungs. By means of the GUI, a clinical expert 226 

(FM) semi-automatically calculated rotation angle indicating the orientation of the fetal spine 227 

respect to the atrio-ventricular bundle of the heart (see rotation angle distribution in Figure S.3 228 

in the supplementary material). Additionally, the clinical expert also indicated the fetal spine 229 

position and the proximal lung as defined above. The same GUI was used for delineation. 230 

Image delineation 231 

 Once images were labeled, different delineations were performed in each image for 232 

each Data Set: 233 

Controlled. An automatic delineation was performed for each texture image considering 234 

(1) 25 non-overlapped and (2) 28 overlapped but with different size ROIs. In this manner, 235 

different regions of the same texture were evaluated as it is shown in Figures 2 and 3, 236 

respectively.  237 

Clinical. Two operator dependent delineations of both fetal lungs were considered, (1) 238 

manually and (2) semi-automatically ROIs, which were performed by a clinical expert (FM) 239 

(Figure 4). Manual delineations included the largest possible homogenous area of the fetal lung, 240 

avoiding the heart, gross vessels and surrounding areas. Semi-automatic delineations were 241 

performed indicating a size-fixed squared region, following the same criteria than for manual 242 

delineations. After the operator dependent delineations were performed, smaller ROIs were 243 
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created automatically, eroding repeatedly the manual and semi-automatic delineations (Figure 244 

5) until reaching the limit of 100 pixels for the smallest ROI. 245 

Texture-based methods 246 

 The texture-based methods used for this study are expected to be able to extract gray-247 

scale, multi-resolution and/or rotation invariant local features from ultrasound images, as 248 

robustness for these characteristics will be required for their use in a clinical application. 249 

Additionally, the number of textural features obtained by each method should not be dependent 250 

on the ROI size or location within the same type of tissue. Textural image features were 251 

computed by several texture-based methods, widely known for texture classification in the 252 

computer vision field.2,3,4,23,24 For each texture-based method different sets of textural features 253 

were extracted for each ROI and image. The used texture-based methods are detailed below 254 

(see a summary of the texture-based methods in Table S.1 in the supplementary material): 255 

Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM)  256 

GLCM has been widely used to characterize textures in ultrasound images.30,31 This method 257 

counts pairs of horizontally adjacent pixels in a grayscale version of the image as defined by 258 

Haralick et al.2 Characteristics of the features extracted by this method are described in detail 259 

elsewhere.2 In our experiments, one adjacency direction 00 and 8 gray levels when scaling the 260 

grayscale values in the image were used to compute GLCM. Thus, there were 64 possible 261 

ordered combinations of values for each pair of pixel corresponding to the final 64 textural 262 

features.  263 

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) 264 

LBP has been recently applied for texture characterization in ultrasound images.32,33 This method 265 

computes the distribution of binary patterns in the circular neighborhood of each pixel, which is 266 

characterized by a radius R and a number of neighbors P. The principle is to threshold 267 

neighboring pixels, compared to the central pixel. Thus, for each pixel a binary pattern is 268 
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obtained. A LBP code at pixel p is computed by the scalar product between the binary pattern 269 

and a vector of powers of two,                               270 

𝐿𝐵𝑃(𝑝) = ∑ 2𝑖
𝑃−1

𝑖=0
𝛿(𝑓(𝑞𝑖) − 𝑓(𝑝))                                       (1) 271 

Where 𝑓(𝑞𝑖) and 𝑓(𝑝) are gray levels of pixels 𝑞𝑖  and p, respectively, and 𝛿 is the Kronecker 272 

function. Then, the histogram of the LPB is used as texture features. The LPB method presents 273 

some variants that have been widely used as texture features for medical images.34 In particular, 274 

we worked with the multi-resolution gray-scale and rotation invariant approach based on 275 

recognizing those binary patterns that occur more often in a texture image than others. These 276 

frequent patterns are called uniform patterns and are explained in more detail in Ojala et al.4 In 277 

our study, uniform patterns were defined with P = 16 equally spaced pixels on a circle of radius 278 

R = 1 resulting in 18 specific texture features.  279 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)  280 

HOG might obtain information about the anisotropy of a texture, to determine the predominant 281 

directions of a texture.35 Recent studies have applied HOG to characterize textures in ultrasound 282 

images.36,37 But up to the present the main purpose of applying this method on ultrasound 283 

images has been macrostructure detection such as nuchal translucency38 or motion 284 

estimation39. We decided to include HOG method in our study since it may provide useful 285 

information related to tissue histology. HOG counts frequencies of gradient orientation values 286 

in localized portions of an image. The gradient orientation is estimated at every pixel and 287 

histogram is computed in order to tell how often the respective gradient direction is present in 288 

the image. The specific textural features computed by this method are explained in Junior et al.3 289 

For this study, each image to be analyzed (ROI) was divided in 3x3 cells (or portions) of the same 290 

size and the number of histogram bins was Nb = 9, obtaining 81 textural features.  291 

Local Phase Quantization (LPQ)  292 

LPQ computes quantized phase information of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) but it has 293 

not been extensively applied in texture classification for medical images and, even less, for 294 
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characterizing ultrasound textures. It uses the local phase information extracted by Short Term 295 

Fourier Transform (STFT) computed over a rectangular 𝑀𝑥𝑀 neighborhood 𝑁𝑝  at each pixel 296 

position p of the image 𝑓(𝑝). The way of obtaining the features is explained in more detail in 297 

Ojansivu et al.23  The same number of specific textural features is always computed, obtaining a 298 

total of 256 features for this study. 299 

Rotation invariant LPQ (riLPQ) 300 

The riLPQ acronym corresponds to the rotation invariant approach derived from the LPQ 301 

method. riLPQ compensates the rotation of the image that has to be analyzed considering the 302 

direction of the characteristics in the examination of the local phase. In this manner, the final 303 

textural features extracted should be the same regardless of the image rotation. For more detail, 304 

the specific features computed by this method are described in Ojansivu et al.24 A total of 256 305 

features are obtained by this method.  306 

Similarity measurements / metric distances 307 

Robustness was evaluated and validated measuring similarity (or dissimilarity) between 308 

two sets of specific textural features, extracted from two images of the same texture acquired 309 

at different conditions or acquired under the same conditions (the same image) with different 310 

ROI. We used Correlation and Chebyshev distances to compare the texture features because 311 

they provide different similarity information that might be useful in order to construct a 312 

classification algorithm when developing a clinical application.  313 

Correlation distance measures the similarity between the relative shapes of the two 314 

features sets. This distance is defined as a measure of statistical dependence between two 315 

random sets of features. In our study, the scale of Correlation similarity values was inverted for 316 

comparison purposes. Consequently, lower distance indicated more similarity (robustness); if 317 

the features were dependent, this measure was 0. Conversely, the features were independent 318 

when this measure was 1. The Correlation distance used in this study can be expressed as 319 
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𝐷𝐶𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1 −
∑ (𝑋𝑖 − �́�)(𝑌𝑖 − �́�)𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑋𝑖 − �́�)
2

∑ (𝑌𝑖 − �́�)
2𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛
𝑖=1

,                               (2)           320 

where X = {X0, X1, … Xn-1} and Y = { Y0, Y1, … Yn-1} are the features vectors extracted from images 321 

acquired under different conditions or different delineations considered statistically 322 

independent. 323 

 Chebyshev distance measures similarity between absolute values. In this study, we 324 

normalized distance between 0 and 1 for comparison purposes, in this manner two sets of 325 

features were similar (robust) if the distance was close to 0 or not (distance close to 1). This 326 

similarity measurement can be expressed as 327 

𝐷𝐶𝐻(𝑋, 𝑌) =  
𝑚𝑎𝑥
0≤𝑖≤𝑁

{|𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖| }

𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝐷𝐶𝐻(𝑋, 𝑌)}
                         (3) 328 

where X = {X0, X1, … Xn-1} and Y = { Y0, Y1, … Yn-1} are the features vectors extracted from images 329 

acquired at different conditions or different delineations.  330 

Experiments 331 

 Experiments were designed following a similar approach to the IQT one.26 First, the 332 

controlled sample set was used to determine reference values for comparison purposes when 333 

using Correlation and Chebyshev distance. Concretely, the best three methods were selected 334 

and then reference values for Correlation and Chebyshev distances were determined. Once 335 

methods were selected, we evaluated the robustness of the selected methods using the clinical 336 

sample set by comparing the results with the measures previously obtained. A summary of the 337 

experiments, including number of images for both sample sets, is displayed in Figure 6. The 338 

texture-based methods (GLCM, LBP, HOG LPQ and riLPQ) were ranked according to the 339 

robustness assessed (1) with the controlled sample set. Then, only those methods that 340 

presented better robustness were validated (2) with the clinically acquired ultrasound images. 341 

The experiments are explained in more detail below. 342 

Texture-based methods ranking using the controlled sample set 343 
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For each texture and texture-analysis method the similarity measures (Correlation and 344 

Chebyshev distances) were computed using the controlled databases (OUTEX and PHOTEX). 345 

Robustness for each acquisition parameter was assessed, the parameter of interest was not 346 

fixed to any value while the rest of the acquisition parameters were fixed resulting in different 347 

acquisition scenarios. Then, both similarity measures were computed between the different 348 

textural features of the same texture acquired at different settings of the same parameter of 349 

interest. In this manner, the robustness for each acquisition parameter was isolated. This 350 

procedure was repeated for each parameter of interest till all the acquisition parameters were 351 

unfixed once. Finally, to summarize the robustness for each acquisition parameter and texture 352 

mean and standard deviation were computed over fixed parameters (different scenarios) for 353 

each similarity measurement resulting in a unique value [mean±std]. For instance, to assess 354 

illumination robustness using OUTEX database samples (illumination had ‘horizon’, ‘inca’ and 355 

‘TL84’ labels), resolution and rotation were fixed resulting in a total of 54 scenarios (6 resolution 356 

levels and 9 rotation degrees) for each texture (Figure 7). Then, mean and standard deviation 357 

were computed for each similarity measurement over the 54 scenarios. In this example, a total 358 

of 3 similarity values [mean±std] from 2 similarity measures for 3 different labels were obtained 359 

for each texture. In order to compare robustness of the texture-based methods for each 360 

acquisition parameter, for each similarity measure the mean among similarity values was 361 

computed for each texture and then among all textures. In this manner, a unique value for each 362 

similarity measure, acquisition parameter, database (OUTEX and PHOTEX) and texture-based 363 

method was obtained.  364 

The same approach was used to assess robustness regarding the different delineations; 365 

similarity measures were computed for the overlapped but different size ROIs and the non-366 

overlapped ROIs delineated in the same texture image. Mean and standard deviation were 367 

computed over overlapped and non-overlapped delineations for each similarity measure 368 

resulting in a unique value for each texture image. Then, robustness for non-overlapped and 369 
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overlapped delineations was compared between the different texture-based methods 370 

computing the mean among similarity values [mean±std] for each similarity measure and each 371 

texture, and then among all selected textures. A unique similarity value was obtained for each 372 

similarity measure, the non-overlapped and overlapped delineations, each database and 373 

texture-based method. 374 

Those texture-based methods that presented lower similarity values in regards of 375 

acquisition parameters and delineations were considered the most robust methods. Based on 376 

this criterion, methods were ranked from the most to the least robust in relation to acquisitions 377 

and delineations for each database (OUTEX and PHOTEX) first. Then, each texture-based method 378 

was globally ranked according to the number of times it ranked the best. The first three methods 379 

were elected for validation using clinical images.  380 

Validation of the robust methods using the clinically acquired ultrasound images 381 

Robustness of those methods that obtained better results using the controlled sample 382 

set was validated using fetal lung ultrasound images. Different experiments were performed as 383 

detailed below. 384 

First, we assumed that left and right lungs of the same patient have the same type of 385 

tissue and in consequence images of both lungs acquired at different conditions should show 386 

the same or similar textural features. Based on this, robustness for illumination, resolution and 387 

rotation was indirectly validated by computing similarity measurements between proximal and 388 

distal lungs that were at different depth positions. Different illumination and resolution 389 

conditions of the same tissue were indirectly achieved since lateral speckle size is strongly 390 

dependent on the depth within the tissue and acoustic attenuation is dependent on depth.5,40 391 

Robustness for rotation was also assessed using the fetal lung ultrasound images acquired with 392 

different fetal spine orientations. In this manner, the same ultrasound tissue at different 393 

rotation conditions (with respect to proximal and distal lungs) was achieved. For each texture-394 
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based method, mean and standard deviation of the Correlation and Chebyshev distances were 395 

computed among ultrasound fetal lung images for manual and semiautomatic delineations.  396 

Second, in order to validate the robustness dependence of the selected texture-based 397 

methods to ultrasound systems, robustness results for illumination, resolution and rotation 398 

were stratified for the different ultrasound systems brands used in our clinical setting. No 399 

dependence to systems was considered when similar robustness was obtained between 400 

ultrasound systems of different brands. ANOVA was computed over the stratified values 401 

(Siemens, General Electrics, Toshiba and Aloka).  402 

Finally, robustness for different delineations was assessed for each texture-based 403 

method. Similarity measurements were computed between the eroded ROIs from the manual 404 

and semiautomatic delineations. Mean and standard deviation of the similarities were 405 

computed among all the proximal and distal lungs for each method and the manual and 406 

semiautomatic delineations. 407 

All computations in this study were performed using MATLAB R2014b (version 408 

8.4.0.150421; MATLAB; The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Mass., USA).  409 

 410 

 411 

 412 

 413 

 414 

 415 

 416 

 417 

 418 

 419 

 420 

 421 

 422 
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Results 423 

Selection of non-ultrasound images (Controlled data set) 424 

 No significant differences were shown between the mean, skewness and kurtosis of the 425 

histograms computed from the non-ultrasound selected images and the histograms computed 426 

from the fetal lung ultrasound textures.  427 

Texture-based methods ranking  428 

 Similarity results will be presented in the form of mean (with standard deviation (SD) of). 429 

Similarity results between features extracted from each texture acquired at different 430 

illumination, resolution and rotation labels are given in Table 1. Regarding OUTEX database, 431 

most methods showed high robustness when illumination acquisition parameter was left free 432 

(‘horizon’, ‘inca’ and ‘TL84’). For illumination in PHOTEX database, GLCM, LBP and riLPQ texture-433 

based methods presented more robustness in comparison with the rest of the methods (HOG 434 

and LPQ). Specifically, HOG and LPQ method resulted in a correlation distance of 0.36 (0.15) and 435 

0.29 (0.16 SD), respectively. GLCM, LBP and riLPQ were the most robust methods for resolution 436 

and rotation parameters stratified in OUTEX database while HOG and LPQ methods performed 437 

poorly for these parameters. HOG and LPQ methods presented less robustness for rotation in 438 

PHOTEX database than the other methods as well.   439 

 Similarity results for different delineations in the OUTEX and PHOTEX databases are 440 

displayed in Table 2. HOG and LPQ methods resulted the worst in terms of robustness for 441 

different delineations using both databases. Maximum similarity values between textural 442 

features extracted by HOG and LPQ in different overlapped ROIs were 0.32 (0.13) and 0.42 (0.21), 443 

respectively, and 0.27 (0.13) and 0.42 (0.30) for the non-overlapped ones. On the other hand, 444 

LBP and riLPQ performed better for the non-overlapped delineations than the other methods.   445 

 Overall, robustness performance for GLCM, LPB and riLPQ texture-based methods 446 

resulted favorably when compared with HOG and LPQ. In fact, these methods showed similarity 447 
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values close to 0 for the acquisition variations in almost all acquisition parameters and 448 

delineation from both controlled databases (OUTEX and PHOTEX). Table 3 shows the ranking of 449 

the robustness of the texture-based methods in relation to acquisition conditions and 450 

delineations for each Data Set.  451 

Validation of the robust methods  452 

Table 4 displays similarity results between proximal and distal lungs of all images. 453 

Overall results confirmed robustness for all the evaluated methods (LBP, riLPQ and GLCM) 454 

depending on the similarity measure and the two operator dependent delineations (manual and 455 

semiautomatic). The highest similarity was shown for the riLPQ method using the manual 456 

delineation but overall the LBP method performed the best. The GLCM resulted in the worst 457 

method in terms of robustness when using semiautomatic delineations and measuring 458 

Correlation distance although Chebyshev distance resulted close to 0. 459 

Stratified results by ultrasound brand are shown in Table 4. A total of 198, 392, 56 and 460 

20 fetal lung ultrasound images were acquired using Siemens, General Electrics, Toshiba and 461 

Aloka ultrasound systems, respectively. Similar results were shown when comparing robustness 462 

stratified by ultrasound brands. Results demonstrated that variations in indirect illumination, 463 

resolution and rotation were not dependent on the ultrasound system. No significant 464 

differences (p>0.05) were found for the GLCM, LBP and riLPQ texture-based methods after 465 

stratifying by ultrasound brands.  466 

Similarity results between textural features extracted from different ROIs are displayed 467 

in Table 5. Mean similarity values were computed among all proximal and distal lungs. Results 468 

confirmed robustness for delineations for all selected methods evaluated in the controlled 469 

setting (LBP, riLPQ and GLCM).   470 
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Discussion 471 

This study provides evidence that texture analysis can be used to extract robust 472 

information from ultrasound images acquired under different conditions. This supports the use 473 

of texture analysis to obtain reliable features from ultrasound images, which is required to use 474 

those features for clinical purposes in a classification or grading systems. 475 

Different quantitative ultrasound-based techniques have been explored to extract 476 

information from the signals causing speckle that are associated to the underlying tissue 477 

microstructure.15,16 These techniques have shown promising results such as transient 478 

elastography for the staging of liver fibrosis,41 spectral-based quantitative ultrasound 479 

parameters to characterize breast cancer and detect response of breast cancer to 480 

therapy42,43and most recently shear wave elasticity imaging for the assessment of cervical 481 

softening44. Some of these techniques are implemented on specific devices and have 482 

demonstrated to be invariant to different operators and systems.16 Despite this, some of them 483 

have not been capable of detecting specific pathologies that still being prevalent in general 484 

population. Perhaps, because its approaches are inadequate and are not able to obtain relevant 485 

information from any tissue. Quantitative ultrasound texture analysis might become a new 486 

clinical tool that might provide new insight for clinical diagnosis.  487 

Several attempts have been made to obtain clinical information related to a 488 

pathophysiological process using quantitative ultrasound texture analysis in a robust way. 489 

Oosterveld et al.20 analyzed the texture of B-mode images to differentiate diffuse liver diseases 490 

and evaluated its reproducibility over a 5 days period. In that study, the B-mode images were 491 

reconstructed by radiofrequency signals that were corrected by attenuation to remove the 492 

depth. Results showed the possibility to correct the depth dependencies of the B-mode texture. 493 

Garra et al.19 used quantitative analysis of ultrasound image texture to distinguish benign from 494 

malignant breast lesions showing promising results. Nonetheless, Garra et al.19 concluded that 495 

the method presented ultrasound system dependence. Previous methodologies showed 496 
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promising results but not its feasibility for clinical practice. Other studies demonstrated a high 497 

diagnostic accuracy for detection of subtle changes in affected tissues non-visible for the human 498 

eye. However, no perspective studies have been conducted to validate its robustness in a clinical 499 

setting. 500 

To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting accurate robustness of quantitative 501 

ultrasound texture analysis considering only the specific textural features and not the prediction 502 

rate for a clinical event, using machine learning algorithms. The main difference between this 503 

study and the previous ones is that robustness of ultrasound texture features was assessed using 504 

a large number of controlled (non-medical) images. The data sets used in this study emulate 505 

ultrasound acquisition conditions, which are usually present in a clinical setting. Additionally, 506 

several ROIs were performed to assess robustness when delineating. Our study shows that the 507 

LBP, riLPQ and GLCM methods were the three most robust methods for extracting information 508 

from images acquired under different conditions and different delineations in the controlled 509 

setting (Table 1, 2 and 3). It should be noticed that LBP and riLPQ methods were the most robust 510 

in both databases (OUTEX and PHOTEX). These methods have not been widely used for 511 

ultrasound texture classification in literature. Thus, this finding opens the possibility to explore 512 

new methods to develop ultrasound texture-based tools. Then, the most robust methods (LBP, 513 

riLPQ and GLCM) were validated using clinically acquired ultrasound images acquired by several 514 

ultrasound machines and operators. Our results validated robustness in relation to acquisition 515 

conditions using LBP, riLPQ and GLCM and showed to be invariant against ultrasound machines 516 

(Table 4). Concretely, LBP performed the best; the riLPQ and GLCM methods presented low 517 

similarity values in relation to acquisitions according to the delineation mode (manual or 518 

semiautomatic) and the similarity measure (Correlation and Chebyshev). Robustness against 519 

multiple delineations was also validated using clinically acquired ultrasound images. All methods 520 

resulted in low similarity values according to the delineation mode or the similarity measure 521 
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(Table 5). These results confirm that a texture-based tool that integrates a classification system 522 

could be developed using any of the tested methods.  523 

 Even though three of all the texture-based methods, LBP, riLPQ and GLCM showed 524 

robustness using clinically acquired ultrasound images, the use of these methods to develop a 525 

clinical tool needs to be demonstrated. Our results do not evidence the suitability of these 526 

methods to assess pathophysiological conditions involved in most of the tissues, it will depend 527 

on the intrinsic properties of textural features extracted by each texture analysis method. In fact, 528 

a method that always gives the same values will be the most robust method but completely 529 

useless. Additionally, robustness was assessed in the controlled setting over all acquisition 530 

conditions discretely and not considering specific ranges. In some cases, depending on the organ 531 

to be scanned (i.e. carotid artery or fetal heart), acquisition protocols might include repeatable 532 

acquisitions with acquisition parameters fixed within particular ranges. Therefore, the discarded 533 

texture-based methods might obtain repeatable features within specific ranges and provide 534 

useful information related to the underlying pathophysiological process. Moreover, it should be 535 

noticed that robustness was validated comparing proximal versus distal lungs. Robustness of the 536 

methods that presented higher similarities when comparing both fetal lungs would be improved 537 

using a focal configuration and evaluating tissues within the same depth. Hence, when exploring 538 

texture ultrasound analysis to develop a clinical tool, an acquisition protocol should be designed 539 

to obtain the most repeatable acquisitions. 540 

The main strength of our study is that feasibility of texture analysis to obtain ultrasound 541 

features in a robust way was tested using non-ultrasound images acquired under controlled 542 

conditions similar to ultrasound and clinically acquired fetal lung ultrasound images. On the one 543 

hand, the non-ultrasound set provides different images of the same tissue acquired in a very 544 

precise way in contrast to whichever ultrasound setting that depends on the ability of the 545 

radiologist. This opens the possibility to evaluate a higher number of images of the same texture 546 

acquired under different conditions than in the theoretical case of evaluating real ultrasound 547 
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images. Furthermore, images were acquired combining parameters with the whole range, thus 548 

emulating possible acquisition conditions of whichever ultrasound setting where textures are 549 

scanned from any organ. On the other hand, testing ultrasound texture-based methods 550 

robustness using fetal lung ultrasound images expands opportunities to explore the same 551 

methods for quantifying textural changes in other organs, even in adult scans where acquisition 552 

conditions might be more repeatable. Another strength of our study is the use of the fetal lung 553 

ultrasound images to compare the same lung tissue at different depths (proximal and distal fetal 554 

lungs). Our results represent a forward step in relation to the study published by Thijssen25. 555 

Thijssen25 suggested that texture analysis based on second order statistics should be used in the 556 

axial direction exclusively since speckle size changes according to depth and attenuation strongly. 557 

Finally, several ultrasound systems were used to acquire our clinical images. Speckle patterns 558 

might be related to system since wave propagation fundamentals, such as wavelength or gain, 559 

are post-processed in the system. In our study, we demonstrated that it is possible to configure 560 

similar settings in different ultrasound systems without affecting robustness of the selected 561 

methods (LBP, riLPQ and GLCM). 562 

This study has some limitations that should be acknowledged. First, non-controlled 563 

resolution images in PHOTEX database might affect robustness evaluation between non-564 

overlapped delineations. We believe that non-overlapped ROIs (of the same image) present 565 

different textural content between them when the resolution is high. For instance, the GLCM 566 

method resulted in a high dissimilarity (Correlation distance) only for non-overlapped 567 

delineations in PHOTEX database (Table 2) where resolution was not controlled. Second, we 568 

used clinically acquired ultrasound images of the fetal lungs to validate the robustness of the 569 

selected texture-based methods, but only robustness for different lungs (proximal versus distal) 570 

and delineations of the same tissue were assessed. In fact, for this study we assumed that 571 

proximal and distal lungs of the same patient present the same tissue without being previously 572 

demonstrated in the literature. Ideally, the robustness evaluation should be performed using 573 
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different controlled acquisitions of the same organ and patient. Although different ultrasound 574 

images of a same patient were acquired in some cases, acquisition conditions were similar since 575 

they were acquired for clinical purposes using a similar setting. To evaluate robustness for 576 

ultrasound images acquired under different conditions in a controlled way, a robustness study 577 

using different ultrasound images of the same tissue (i.e. from carotid artery or liver in adults) 578 

should be performed. Third, this study evaluated the repeatability of specific textural features 579 

obtained from images acquired under different conditions and different delineations without 580 

demonstrating its ability to detect differences against a clinical outcome of interest. We 581 

acknowledge that an additional study to compare the prediction of a clinical outcome with the 582 

same ultrasound tissue acquired at different conditions should be performed. Nonetheless, the 583 

use of texture analysis to develop a robust clinical tool has been recently demonstrated by 584 

Palacio et al.45 In that study, a prospective multicenter study in 20 centers worldwide was 585 

undergone including a total of 730 samples for the final analysis, different operators and 586 

different ultrasound systems. The results showed that quantitative ultrasound of fetal lung 587 

texture predicted neonatal respiratory morbidity with a sensitivity, specificity, positive 588 

predictive value and negative predictive value of 74.3%, 88.6%, 51.6% and 95.5%, respectively. 589 

These promising results support our findings, suggesting that texture analysis may provide 590 

robust and relevant information useful for clinical diagnosis. 591 

In summary, this study provides evidence that ultrasound tissues can be characterized 592 

by quantitative texture analysis in a robust way allowing its use for diagnostic purpose in clinical 593 

practice. These results should be confirmed in larger clinical images of the same tissue acquired 594 

under different controlled conditions and validated using this information to examine the ability 595 

to detect differences against a clinical outcome in a reliable manner. 596 

  597 
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Supplementary material  598 

 An example of the selection of the non-ultrasound images and histograms is shown in 599 

Figure S.1. 600 

The distribution of the resolution and rotation angle of the fetal lung ultrasound images 601 

used for this study is displayed in Figure S.2 and Figure S.3, respectively.  602 

A summary table of the texture-based methods used for this study is shown in Table S.1. 603 

  604 
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TABLES 740 

Table 1. Similarity results for images acquired under different conditions in the controlled 741 

setting. Lower distance (values close to 0) indicates similarity (robustness); higher distance 742 

(values close to 1) indicates dissimilarity. 743 

Database Methods 

Illumination Resolution Rotation 

Corr Cheb Corr Cheb Corr Cheb 

OUTEX GLCM 0.05 (0.02) 0.17 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.03) 0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01) 

 LBP 0.02 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) 0.06 (0.02) 0.11 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01) 

 HOG 0.04 (0.03) 0.05 (0.02) 0.15 (0.06) 0.11 (0.02) 0.39 (0.11) 0.17 (0.04) 

 LPQ 0.04 (0.03) 0.02 (0.01) 0.21 (0.09) 0.04 (0.01) 0.20 (0.11) 0.04 (0.02) 

 riLPQ 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.07 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 

PHOTEX GLCM 0.01 (0.01) 0.13 (0.10) - - 0.03 (0.01) 0.15 (0.05) 

 LBP 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) - - 0.02 (0.01) 0.11 (0.02) 

 HOG 0.36 (0.15) 0.23 (0.11) - - 0.37 (0.11) 0.36 (0.06) 

 LPQ 0.29 (0.16) 0.04 (0.02) - - 0.43 (0.07) 0.10 (0.02) 

  riLPQ 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.01) - - 0.17 (0.05) 0.06 (0.02) 

Data is given as mean (SD). Corr, Correlation distance. Cheb, Chebyshev distance. GLCM, Gray-744 

Level Co-occurrence Matrices. LBP, Low Binary Patterns. HOG, Histogram of Oriented Gradients. 745 

LPQ, Local Phase Quantization. riLPQ, rotation invariant Local Phase Quantization.  746 

 747 

 748 

 749 

 750 

 751 

 752 

 753 

 754 

 755 

 756 

 757 
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Table 2. Similarity results for different delineations in the controlled setting. Lower distance 758 

(values close to 0) indicates similarity (robustness); higher distance (values close to 1) indicates 759 

dissimilarity. 760 

Database Methods 

Overlapped Non-overlapped 

Corr Cheb Corr Cheb 

OUTEX GLCM 0.02 (0.05) 0.01 (0.00) 0.05 (0.11) 0.01 (0.01) 

 LBP 0.02 (0.03) 0.06 (0.04) 0.02 (0.03) 0.06 (0.05) 

 HOG 0.18 (0.15) 0.32 (0.13) 0.19 (0.17) 0.27 (0.13) 

 LPQ 0.25 (0.11) 0.06 (0.03) 0.17 (0.15) 0.04 (0.04) 

 riLPQ 0.10 (0.04) 0.04 (0.02) 0.03 (0.04) 0.02 (0.01) 

PHOTEX GLCM 0.01 (0.04) 0.01 (0.00) 0.21 (0.30) 0.03 (0.03) 

 LBP 0.01 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.02 (0.06) 0.03 (0.03) 

 HOG 0.13 (0.17) 0.31 (0.15) 0.12 (0.13) 0.23 (0.13) 

 LPQ 0.42 (0.21) 0.04 (0.02) 0.42 (0.30) 0.03 (0.02) 

  riLPQ 0.09 (0.05) 0.05 (0.03) 0.04 (0.05) 0.04 (0.02) 

Data is given as mean (SD). Corr, Correlation distance. Cheb, Chebyshev distance. GLCM, Gray-761 

Level Co-occurrence Matrices. LBP, Low Binary Patterns. HOG, Histogram of Oriented Gradients. 762 

LPQ, Local Phase Quantization. riLPQ, rotation invariant Local Phase Quantization. 763 

 764 

 765 

 766 

 767 

 768 

 769 

 770 

 771 

 772 

 773 

 774 
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Table 3. Ranking of the texture-based methods robustness. Methods are ranked from the most 775 

(1) to the least (5) robust in relation to acquisitions and delineations for each database (OUTEX 776 

and PHOTEX).  777 

Methods General ranking 

AcquisitionConditions Delineations 

OUTEX PHOTEX OUTEX PHOTEX 

LBP 1 2 1 2 1 

riLPQ 2 1 2 3 2 

GLCM 3 3 3 1 3 

LPQ 4 4 4 4 5 

HOG 5 5 5 5 4 

GLCM, Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices. LBP, Low Binary Patterns. HOG, Histogram of 778 

Oriented Gradients. LPQ, Local Phase Quantization. riLPQ, rotation invariant Local Phase 779 

Quantization. 780 
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Table 4. Similarity results for proximal and distal fetal lungs in the clinical ultrasound set. Lower 796 

distance (values close to 0) indicates similarity (robustness); higher distance (values close to 1) 797 

indicates dissimilarity. 798 

Methods 

 Manual Semiautomatic 

p value US brand Corr Cheb Corr Cheb 

LBP All 0.05 (0.04) 0.13 (0.10) 0.07 (0.06) 0.04 (0.04) 0.5971 
 Siemens 0.04 (0.03) 0.11 (0.09) 0.05 (0.04) 0.04 (0.04)  

 GE 0.06 (0.05) 0.15 (0.11) 0.08 (0.06) 0.04 (0.04)  

 Toshiba 0.08 (0.05) 0.07 (0.04) 0.09 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02)  

 Aloka 0.06 (0.05) 0.04 (0.02) 0.08 (0.07) 0.01 (0.01)  

riLPQ All 0.00 (0.00) 0.14 (0.11) 0.17 (0.23) 0.23 (0.18) 0.9956 
 Siemens 0.00 (0.01) 0.16 (0.12) 0.12 (0.21) 0.22 (0.16)  

 GE 0.00 (0.00) 0.13 (0.11) 0.20 (0.25) 0.24 (0.19)  

 Toshiba 0.00 (0.00) 0.11 (0.10) 0.17 (0.22) 0.23 (0.17)  

 Aloka 0.00 (0.00) 0.22 (0.14) 0.06 (0.14) 0.27 (0.22)  

GLCM All 0.16 (0.14) 0.14 (0.10) 0.51 (0.31) 0.04 (0.03) 0.9656 
 Siemens 0.12 (0.12) 0.14 (0.12) 0.36 (0.27) 0.04 (0.03)  

 GE 0.19 (0.14) 0.15 (0.10) 0.59 (0.30) 0.04 (0.03)  

 Toshiba 0.13 (0.11) 0.09 (0.04) 0.44 (0.29) 0.03 (0.01)  

 Aloka 0.19 (0.11) 0.05 (0.04) 0.48 (0.28) 0.02 (0.01)  

Data is given as mean (SD). The results for all images are in bold. Corr, Correlation distance. Cheb, 799 

Chebyshev distance. GLCM, Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices. LBP, Low Binary Patterns. HOG, 800 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients. LPQ, Local Phase Quantization. riLPQ, rotation invariant Local 801 

Phase Quantization. 802 
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Table 5. Similarity results for different delineations in the clinical ultrasound set. Lower distance 810 

(values close to 0) indicates similarity (robustness); higher distance (values close to 1) indicates 811 

dissimilarity. 812 

Methods 

Manual Semiautomatic 

Corr Cheb Corr Cheb 

LBP 0.08 (0.05) 0.05 (0.01) 0.23 (0.09) 0.02 (0.00) 

riLPQ 0.00 (0.00) 0.15 (0.08) 0.02 (0.03) 0.23 (0.11) 

GLCM 0.03 (0.04) 0.05 (0.01) 0.12 (0.09) 0.01 (0.00) 

Data are given as mean (SD). Corr, Correlation distance. Cheb, Chebyshev distance. GLCM, Gray-813 

Level Co-occurrence Matrices. LBP, Low Binary Patterns. HOG, Histogram of Oriented Gradients. 814 

LPQ, Local Phase Quantization. riLPQ, rotation invariant Local Phase Quantization. 815 
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Table S.1. Summary of the texture-based methods. 827 

Summary of the methods 

Acronym Name Basis Parameters 
Features 
Number  Reference 

GLCM Gray-Level Co-
occurrence Matrices 

Co-occurrence Matrix Adjacency direction = 0 64 Haralick et 

al. 

Gray levels = 8  

LBP Local Binary Patterns Uniform patterns Radius (R) = 1 18 Ojala et al. 

Number of neighbors (P) = 16  

HOG Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients 

Gradient orientation 
values frequencies 

Number of cells = 3x3  81 Junior et 

al. 
Number of histogram bins = 9  

LPQ Local Phase 
Quantization 

Short Term Fourier 
Transform 

Window size = 9x9 256 Garra et 
al. 

riLPQ rotation invariant LPQ Compensates image 
rotation considering 
direction of local phase 
characterization 

Window size = 9x9 256 Oosterveld 
et al. 

Number of angles = 36 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 839 

Figure 1. Example of a selected (a) and a non-selected (b) texture image for the controlled Data 840 

Set.  841 

Figure 2. Non-overlapped regions of interest (ROIs) divisions (dotted lines) of a texture image in 842 

the controlled setting (texture from PHOTEX database). The original image is divided into 25 843 

different ROIs. 844 

Figure 3. 28 Overlapped (with different sizes) ROIs of a texture image in the controlled setting 845 

(texture from PHOTEX database). 846 

Figure 4. Manual (a) and semi-automatic (b) delineations of the proximal (1) and distal (2) lungs. 847 

Ultrasound scan of fetal lungs, 4 cardiac chamber views at 37.0 weeks+days of gestational age. 848 

Figure 5. Eroded ROIs from manual (a) and semiautomatic (b) delineations of the fetal lungs 849 

(clinical data set). Original ROIs from a distal/proximal lung at 37.0 weeks+days of gestational 850 

age. 851 

Figure 6. Flowchart of the experiment design. 852 

Figure 7. Flowchart of the robustness evaluation in relation to an acquisition parameter using a 853 

texture (from OUTEX databased) acquired under different illumination conditions as example. 854 

For each similarity measurement (Chebyshev and Correlation), a mean similarity value 855 

[mean±std] in relation to illumination is obtained for texture T and each texture-based method 856 

(z = 1…5). Then, for each similarity measurement the mean among all textures will be computed 857 

obtaining a unique value for illumination and each method.   858 

Figure S.1. Example of a fetal lung ultrasound texture and its histogram (a), and a selected (b) 859 

and a non-selected (c) texture image and the corresponding histograms for the controlled Data 860 

Set.  861 
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Figure S.2. Distribution of the resolution of the clinically acquired ultrasound images. Resolution 862 

values are given as mm.  863 

Figure S.3. Distribution of the rotation of the clinically acquired ultrasound images. Spine 864 

orientation angle values are given as degrees.  865 


